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DO NOT COMPLETE AUTHOR OR AFFILIATION DETAILS.  

The online submission process will ask for author and affiliation details. DO NOT put this information on the document 

of your actual submission. This is necessary for the double-blind peer review. Author names and affiliations will be 

added if the paper is accepted. The abstract for all accepted submissions will be published in the conference proceedings 

which will be available as an open-access downloadable PDF at www.hinz.org.nz after the conference. 

Abstract  11pt, Times bold 

The abstract should be clear, descriptive and no longer than 200 words. It should provide a brief 

introduction to the problem. A statement regarding the methodology should generally follow a 

brief summary of results. The abstract should end with a comment on the significance of the 

results or a brief conclusion. Abstracts are written in 10 pt Times italic. 

Keywords: Keyword, keyword 

1. Introduction  12pt, Arial bold (12pt space before, 6pt space after) 

This template is designed to assist authors in preparing their submission. It is an exact representation of the format 

expected by the editor for the version of the paper submitted for review as well as for final version of accepted 

papers. Submissions not following the required format will be returned to the authors for modification and compliance. 

 

2. Heading 

2.1. Document format  11pt, Arial bold (6pt space before, 6pt space after) 

A number of paragraph styles have been created to facilitate the formatting of the document. If using Microsoft Word, 

this template will help in matching the requirements for the submissions. 

The paper size is A4 (210 x 297mm), single-column format with a 2.5cm margin at the top, a 2.5cm margin at the 

bottom, and 2.0cm margins on the left and right. 

Lines are single spaced, justified. 

Do not number the pages and do not include references to page numbers in the text. 

2.1.1. Paper Title  10pt, Arial bold (6pt space before, 6pt space after) 

The style for the title is "NI Contribution Title". 

The title of the paper should be in 14pt Arial bold and be centred. It should have 28.35pt space before (1 cm) and 3pt 

space after. 

2.1.2. Headings 

Use only a maximum of three levels of heading as follows: 

 Level 1 (NI Heading 1 style) - 12pt, Arial bold, left justified 

 Level 2 (NI Heading 2 style) - 11pt, Arial bold, left justified 

 Level 3 (NI Heading 3 style) - 10pt, Arial bold, left justified 

Apply decimal numbering to headings as in this document. 

Ensure that page breaks do not come between any heading and the next level of sub-heading or first line of body text 

after the heading (in Word, use paragraph formatting of ‘Keep with next’ for Line and Page Breaks on heading lines). 

http://www.hinz.org.nz/


 

2.1.3. Text Body 

Use the built-in style "NI Text Body". 

The font used throughout the paper is Times New Roman 10pt. Standard paragraph has no space before and 6pt space 

after the paragraph. 

Do not include extra paragraphs between lines. 

2.1.4. Bullets 

There are two levels of allowed bulleting: 

 This is the first bullet level. The style is "NI Bullet". Font is Times New Roman 10pt, with no space before and 3pt 

space after the paragraph. Paragraph is hanging by 0.5cm and text starts at 1 cm from the margin. 

 This is a sub-bullet level. The style is "NI Sub-bullet". Font is Times New Roman 10pt, with no space 

before and 3pt space after the paragraph. Paragraph is hanging by 1.0cm and text starts at 1.5 cm from the 

margin. 

2.1.1. Enumerated Lists 

Lists are sequentially numbered as follows: 

1. The style for the lists is "NI Enumerated List". Font is Times New Roman 10pt. Font for the numbers is Times 

New Roman 10pt bold. Paragraph is hanging by 0.5cm and text starts at 1 cm from the margin. 

1. There is no space before the paragraph and spacing after the paragraph is 3pt. 

2.1.2. Tables 

Tables are sequentially numbered in numeric fashion with the table number and the title above the table. 

In Microsoft Word use the [Insert | Caption] menu option to add captions. The style for captions is "NI Table Caption". 

Font is Times New Roman 10pt bold, with 3pt space before and 6pt space after the paragraph.  

Include a paragraph immediately after the table to separate it from the following text or heading. 

Tables should be centred in the page. The style for the table cells is "NI Table Cell". Font is Times New Roman 10pt, 

with 2pt space before and 2pt space after the paragraph. Table column headings should still use the same style but be 

bold. Tables are referred to in the text by the table number as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Summary of Key Formatting Rules 

 

Object 

 

Font 

 

Align 

Space 

above 

Space 

below 

Title (NI Contribution Title style) 14pt Arial bold centred 60pt 12pt 

Text body (NI Text Body style) 10pt justified 0pt 6pt 

Heading 1 (NI Heading 1 style) 12pt Arial bold left 12pt 6pt 

Heading 2 (NI Heading 2 style) 11pt Arial bold left 6pt 6pt 

Heading 3(NI Heading 3 style) 10pt Arial bold left 6pt 6pt 

 

2.1.3. Figures 

Figures are sequentially numbered in numeric fashion with the table number and the title below the figures. 

In Microsoft Word use the [ Insert | Caption ] menu option to add captions. The style for captions is "NI Figure 

Caption". Font is Times New Roman 10pt bold, with no space before and 6pt space after the paragraph.  

Figures should be centred in the page. The style for the Figure paragraph is "NI Figure". Font is Times New Roman 

10pt, with 6pt space before and 6pt space after the paragraph. Figures are referred to in the text by the figure number  

Figure 1 shows an included Microsoft Draw object. 



 

Figure 1 - HINZ 2006 Contributions 

Detailed recommendations for figures are as follows: 

 Ensure that figures are clear and legible 

 Black & white only is allowed. 

 Hard copy illustrations should be scanned and included in the electronic version of the submission in an 

appropriate format as follows: 

 BMP - Microsoft bitmap file 

 WMF - Windows Metafile Format 

 JPG - JPEG File Interchange Format 

 PCT - Macintosh PICT 

 TIF - Tagged Image File Format 

 GIF 

Figure 2 is an example of an included Windows Bitmap image file. 

 

Figure 2 - The Official MEDINFO Logo 

 The following included files are permissible: 

 Microsoft Graph 

 Microsoft Draw 

 VISIO Draw 

 Macintosh PICT 

2.1.4. Equations 

Equations are sequentially numbered in numeric fashion with the equation number and the title above the equation. 

In Microsoft Word use the [ Insert | Caption ] menu option to add captions. The style for captions is "NI Equation 

Caption". Font is Times New Roman 10pt bold, with 6pt space before and 6pt space after the paragraph.  

Equation 1 - Formula for Submission Acceptance 

( )Paper Author Accept
n

0
 

 



2.1.5. Footnotes 

Footnotes should be in 9pt Times and placed at the bottom of the column in which they appear1. Footnotes should be 

used sparingly. Footnote numbers in text should be in superscript. In Microsoft Word use the [ Insert | Footnote ] menu 

option to add footnotes. 

2.1.6. References 

All publications cited in the text should be included in a list of references as the last section of the paper submission. 

References are sequentially numbered as they appear in the text. Reference numbers are indicated in square brackets.  

Recommendations for references are: 

 Use Vancouver style as provided for by Index Medicus. 

 Include ALL authors, not only the first three followed by et al., for multiple author papers. 

 The internationally recognised abbreviation title of journals is in 10pt, Times italics. 

 Multiple author given names are NOT separated by punctuation. 

 When referencing in the body of text, use the same font as the paragraph and include the number in square 

brackets. 

 Types of references are as follows: 

 For a standard reference see [1] where the journal title appears in Italics. 

 For a paper in a collection see [2] where the book title appears in Italics. 

 Books should be referenced as per [3] where the book title appears in Italics. 

When preparing your reference list, the following errors should be avoided: 

 Including references not cited in the text. 

 Excessively referencing your own work. 

 Insufficiently referencing the work of others. 

 Including references where you are not in possession of a copy of the reference. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Heading 

Enter copy 
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